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CENTRE MEETING -  MARCH 31, 1978
Mr. K. F. Tapping of the H.I.A. spoke on the topic "Solar Radio 

Pulsations". Mr. Tapping observed periodically pulsating solar radio 
emissions on May 21, 1972 using amateur equipment. Since then he 
has been using the 46-m radio telescope at Algonquin Park in an 
attempt to explain these events.

CENTRE MEETING -  APRIL 20, 1978
Mr. Jack Newton from the Toronto Centre of the RASC spoke on 

the topic "Astrophotography". He discussed his development as pho
tographer from childhood to the present day, gave us some handy tips 
on astrophotography, and showed slides from his collection.

* * * * *

BRIEF COMMENTS
—A star night was held at IRO on April 8. Too many people, not 

enough telescopes!
—A workshop on planets was held at NRC on April 15. Not enough 

people, not enough facts were presented!
—A meteor observing session was held at QS on April 15/16. Just 

enough people (7), ¼ -moon, about 7 meteors/hour/observer. 5ome 
nice views through 10-cm Unitron of QS.

—Completion of pole installation for RT at IRO on April 22. Work was 
begun on antenna structure with the drilling of some 300 holes.

—A complete summary of the April 7 Observer's Group meeting will 
appear in next month's issue of Astronotes.

—The Observer's Group meets on the first Friday of every month in 
room 3001 at NRC on Sussex Drive. Why not bring a friend?



A MEASURE OF SOLAR ACTIVITY
Ken Tapping

In order to indicate the overall level of solar activity it is necessary 
to isolate some observable quantity which can be used as a measure. 
The classical method is to use the so-called "sunspot number". This is 
victim to certain problems. Firstly, sunspots may be active or quiet, 
large or small. Secondly, in deciding whether or not to count certain 
configurations as groups or as big spots and as to the minimum size 
which qualifies for counting, the observer introduces a strong subjec
tive element. The variations in seeing further complicate the interpre
tation of this data and with the above problems, makes it difficult to 
combine data from different observations and observers.

Sunspot area provides a better measure of solar activity; it is less 
affected by seeing and by observer variations. However, it shares the 
problem that it makes no distinction between active and quiet areas 
and is sensitive to the weather.

Arthur Covington, one of the pioneers of radio astronomy and 
one of the founders of the Observer's Group, developed the techni
que of using the solar radio emissions as a measure of solar activity. 
Solar active regions always contain strong magnetic fields which in 
turn usually contain trapped high-energy electrons. These interact 
with the magnetic field to produce radio waves by the synchrotron 
process.

The solar corona consists mainly of protons and electrons. As one 
moves upwards through the corona, the number of protons and elec
trons per unit volume falls steadily. There is a quantity called the 
"plasma frequency" which depends upon the number of electrons per 
unit volume and so falls in value as the height above the photosphere 
increases. This quantity is very important because, in a plasma, only ra
dio frequencies higher than the plasma frequency can escape. There
fore, only high frequencies can escape from sources in the lower cor
ona or chromosphere. Since most of the magnetic fields and trapped 
electrons lie in this region, the radio emissions reaching the earth 
from them lie in the high-frequency or short-wavelength part of the 
spectrum. Typically frequencies above about 1000 MHz (wavelengths 
below 30 cm) are used to measure this radiation. Occasionally howev
er, during periods of high activity, high energy electrons and in many 
cases, the magnetic fields associated with the region extend further up 
into the corona, into regions of lower plasma frequency. Under these 
circumstances it is possible to detect emissions at wavelengths extend



ing into the metre range. Thus, by observing at a variety of wave
lengths one is able to monitor the activity at various levels in the solar 
atmosphere. Emissions in the centimetre region originate in the mag
netic fields close to sunspots and forms an effective measure of the le
vel of solar activity. Metre wavelength emissions originate higher in 
the corona and indicate when the active region is exciting those le
vels. The general rule is, the lower the observing frequency, the high
er the emissions received are generated in the corona. This is illus
trated in figure 1.

Figure 2 shows measurements made at several wavelengths. The 
longer wavelengths indicate the periods of exceptionally high activity 
and make an interesting contrast with the short wavelength data, 
which varies more slowly, following the appearance and decay of the 
active regions.



STILL FOR SALE
Now at only $40. 60-mm refractor. It is f/14, comes with a 

wooden tripod and accessories. Dave Fedosiewich, 731-7583.

*  *  *  *  *



DOUBLES ANYONE
Barry Matthews

Well, after a pause in the pursuit of my literary talents (much to 
the relief of the Ottawa Centre), I am going to try again.

Thanks to George Kepple's double star cards you won't have to 
wait too long to come to the end of my article. First things first — the 
hardest thing for a double star observer to do is become accustomed 
to the apparent change in position of the primary and companion. Mr. 
Kepple's cards again come in handy with three aspects or views of the 
same system. In this case the picture in figure 1 is worth more than 
the usual thousand words.

Following figure 1 I have featured 3 constellations that I would 
like the observer to look at, Corvus, Coma Berenices, and part of Hy
dra. Most observers are familiar with all of the features but few have 
even mentioned any of the double stars that abound within the boun
daries of these constellations, such as Delta Corvus (yellow and red), 17 
Coma Berenices (white), 24 Coma Berenices (orange and blue), and 35 
Coma Berenices (blue).

I would appreciate hearing from any observer who has included 
any of the preceding doubles of any of the featured doubles on the 
cards. If you get brave and try a few doubles, please get me a copy

Position angles appear 
different when a double 
star is East or West of 
the meridian.



of your observations. Include the usual remarks such as time, date, in
strument, conditions, a drawing of the field, photo if possible, and 
your impression of colour. I feel this field of observational activities 
has long been overlooked by the members of the Ottawa Centre 
Observer's Group.

CORVUS Atlas of  Doubl e S tars
Pos. 1  m 2 D d" P  A No.
121223 7.0-7.5 
1721 6.3-8 .3  
1821 5 .3-1 3 . 
2716 8.4-3.1 
2713 6.5-9.2 
3812 6. 0-5 .9

b 1.2 284 B920 
b 1.0 170 B605 
o 7.8 54   
c 24.2 212 δ  
b 1.1 288 B28 
b 5.2 130 E1669

Striking contrast of yellow 
and reddish-purple.

COMA BERENICES
Pos. 1 m  2 D d" P A  No.

120121 6.0-7.5 b 3.8 239 2
1529 5.6-10. c 8.2 277 OE245
1827 7.1-7.0 b 8.9 246 E1633
2026 4.7-3.5 d 66.1 167 12
2125 6.7-7.7 b 1.3 336 EL639
2626 6.6-5.3 c 145. 251 17
3218 6.7-5.1 b 20.3  271 24
5021 5.3-7.3 b 1.0 134 35

5.1-9.0 c 28.8 126 
130717 5.1-5.1 b 0 .5 25y a  
17 White, lilac. A fine area 

for binoculars.
24 Pleasing combination of 

orange and blue. Colors 
more vivid in larger tele
scopes.

33 Lilac, blue.



HYDRA Part 2
Pos. 1 m  2 D d" P A  No. 

HYDRA
112928 5 .8 -5 .7  c 9 .1  210 17C

3433 5 .8 -9 .2  c 3 .3  243 h4455
5033 4 .8 -5 .6  b 1 .2  

120734  6 .3 -8 .1  b 3 .4  20 J c 17 
133426  7 .0- 5 .4  b 10.9  192 S651 
144325 5 . 2- 7 .0  b 8 .8  128 54

5527  6 .4 -6 .4  b 0 .7   334 59
CENTAURUS
110542 5.3-8.5  b 1.9  267 h440

1445 7 .1 -7 .4  b 2 .0  275 h442
3140 6 . 3- 6 .3  b 1 .0  94 178
5137 6 .7 -9 .0  c  1 .6   276

120138  7 .3 -7 .5  b 1 .0  118
1525 6 .9 -7 .2  b 0 .7  165 R193
3848 3 .1 -3 .1  b 0 .9  84y 

VARIABLE STAR FOR MAY
Marg McKee

The variable star for May is RY Draconis (12h 54.5m, 66° 16' N), 
which is a semi-regular pulsating star. Its period is approximately 172.5 
days and varies between magnitudes of 5.6 and 8.0 (within easy reach 
of binoculars).

RY Draconis is located between Alpha and Kappa Draconis, ap
proximately 1/3 of the way down a line joining Epsilon Ursae Majoris 
and Polaris.

As the closeup indicates, RY Draconis is located in a triangle of 3 
5th magnitude stars. (Copies of the actual star charts can be obtained 
from me.)

Since RY Draconis has a period of approximately 173 days, it can 
aft least be forgiving; if the observer is hindered by cloudy skies (or — 
heaven forbid — ap ath y !) Since it will be high in the sky early in the 
evening, it will be easy an observe even if you are one of the poor 
unf ortuna t es who is  hindere d by lights.

O nce you bec ame fam iliar with  th e position o f R Y Draconis, it  
tak es only a  few min u te s of each observing; session to make an e s tima- 
tion o f its b rightness.

Remember to give me a copy of yo ur observations  — you may be 
th e  variab le  s tar ob s erver o f th e  year.



THE PLANETS IN MAY
Brian Burke

As some of the better known planets sink in the west, the less- 
prominent ones are coming into view. On the 5th of this month Ura
nus is in opposition in Libra with a magnitude of 5.7. At this time its 
angular diameter will be 3.9 seconds of arc, so you should definitely 
be able to see a pale greenish disc when observing it through a tele
scope.



If you use the 40-cm telescope, at least 3 of Uranus' 5 moons 
should be visible. In the June, 1977 issue of Astronotes, Doug Welch 
reported observing the 3 brightest ones, Titania, Oberon, and Ariel, 
using the 7-mm ocular. The moons revolve in the plane of Uranus' 
equator. The pole of Uranus is pointing almost directly toward us, so 
its moons will appear to travel in circles with Uranus at the centre.

On the 9th, Mercury will be at greatest elongation west, but it 
will be only 11° above the eastern horizon at sunrise at this time.

The angular size of Mars is now getting quite small, and with re
cent reports of a major dust storm on the Martian surface you might 
be disappointed when you observe it, but try to study it whenever 
you can.

Finally, this will be the last full month to observe Jupiter before it 
is too near the sun, so get out after sunset and study it. Remember, I 
am interested in your observations so do not hesitate to tell me about 
them.

* * * * *

PLANET PHOTOS
Rolf Meier

Data on these photographs on page 11.





1) Saturn and 3 of its satellites; April 9/10, 1978; prime focus of 40-cm 
telescope; 4-second exposure on Tri-X film; from left to right: 
Dione (western elongation), Saturn, Rhea (eastern elongation), and 
Titan.

2) Saturn; eyepiece projection to f/80; 40-cm telescope; 3-second 
exposure; March 12, 1978; Ektachrome 200 film.

3) Jupiter; same data as for Saturn (above).

* * * * *

COMET HUNTING
Dave Fedosiewich

A bright comet is one of the finest of all natural phenomena. Like 
a total eclipse of the sun, it is as impressive to the uneducated observ
er as to a fully-trained astronomer. Hunting for comets is a great chal
lenge. In this article I will deal with the telescope that is your best bet 
for comet hunting.

Most visual discoveries have been made with telescopes of be
tween 12 and 15 cm aperture, with magnification ranging from 25x to 
45x. Among these, a large proportion were discovered with refractors 
or giant binoculars, however, the latter are difficult to obtain.

Although they are found in many sizes, the 2 most widely used ri
chest-field telescopes are the 12-cm f/5 and the 15-cm f/4. Although 
poor images are a problem on the edge of the field, this is a minor in
convenience when you consider the beautiful views that such a wide 
field can afford.

* * * * *

COMET WILD 1978b
Rolf Meier

This second comet of 1978 is shown opposite, in an exposure 
made on April 2/3, 1978 from 20:26 to 20:36 EST at the prime focus of 
the 40-cm telescope. The comet, which left a short trail in this expo
sure, had a magnitude of about 11 at the time. Below is a brief ephe- 
meris.

date RA Dec mag
May 2 7 8 07h 25.5m 22° 35' N

12 07 53.0 21 48 10.9
22 08 21.7 20 39

June 1 08 51.3 19 07 10.9







DEEP SKY
Rolf Meier

Well, those entries for the deep sky contest keep on trickling in. 
Totals so far are as follows:

It looks like a close race! Other constellations have been Gemini 
(February) and Hydra (April). The constellation for May is Canes Vena- 
tici. I count 20 numbered objects on the Skalnate Pleso atlas, including 
4 bright Messiers.

Below is a photograph of NGC 3242, a bright planetary nebula in 
last month's constellation, Hydra. It is about 35" in diameter. Opposite 
are NGC 3379, 3384, and 3389, in Leo, part of a large cluster of gala
xies. Both are 20-minute exposures at the prime focus of the 40-cm 
telescope. We are still trying to find the source of the flexure which 
sometimes causes exposures to trail.

Allen Cuda........
Rick W agner.....
Mike Margerum

Orion
8
5

Ursa Major

3
6

Total
8
8
6





OCCULTATION OF SAO 85009 BY PALLAS
Rolf Meier

This takes place between 0:21 and 0:26 EST on May 28/29, 1978. 
Opposite is a photo of the region, with east up, on a scale of about 
3'/cm. The bright star is about 5th mag, the dimmest about 16th. SAO  
85009 is at 17h 17.4m, 25° 29' N. For more information, see last 
month's Astronotes of January Sky and Telescope or phone me.

* * * * *

THE WANDERING POLE
Frank Roy

If you are hoping to see the Southern Cross from Ottawa this arti
cle might cheer you up. It might seem completely absurd but any 
well-informed amateur astronomer will tell you why. If they don't 
know, they will after reading this. The key is precession, the 25,800- 
year wobble of our planet on its axis. As everyone knows, the earth 
spins and because of this can be considered a giant gyroscope. The di
rect cause of the wobble is the earth's equatorial bulge, which is 
caused by the spin of the earth. The earth is tilted 23½° from its 
orbit, and therefore the pole traces out a circle 23½° in radius in the 
heavens in 25,800 years.

About 4500 years ago, Thuban was the pole star. In 8000 years it 
will be Deneb, and in 12,000 years Vega will have the honour. So just



imagine that in 13,000 years Crux, Triangulum Australae, 47 Tucanae, 
and Omega Centauri will all be visible from Ottawa. So our spin gives 
us night and day, the seasons, and best of all part of the southern he
misphere.

Sources: Norton's Star Atlas, Guidepost to the Stars, and Worlds



LUNAR, LUNEY, LOONEY TUNES
The Terrible Twosome 

God Bless Ye Merry Observers
(Sung to the tune of "God Bless Ye Merry Gentlemen".

Dedicated to winter star parties.)

God bless ye merry observers,
To whom it may concern,
We hope this night is interesting,
To all who want to learn.
We came out here despite the cold,
With people young and old.
Oh, tidings of nebulae and stars,
Nebulae and stars,
Oh, tidings of nebulae and stars!

God bless ye merry observers,
With telescopes upright.
We hope this night is lacking  
clouds,
And stars are burning bright.
The planets are all out tonight,
Oh what a lovely sight!
Oh, tidings of nebulae and stars,
Nebulae and stars,
Oh, tiding of nebulae and stars!

Comet Halley's Tail
(Sung to the tune of "Peter Cottontail". Dedicated to Easter.)

Here comes Comet Hailey's tail,
Hopping down the asteroid's trail,
Hippity, hoppity, look at Comet 
go!
Bringing joy to observers,
With telescopes and binoculars,
Hippity, hoppity, look at comet 
go!

* * * * *

Look at it go!
Articles for the June issue of Astronotes are due by May 19.

* * * * *
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